Abstract. Using the Stone-Čech compactification βZ of integers, we introduce a free extension of an almost periodic flow. Together with some properties of outer functions, we see that, in a certain class of ergodic Hardy spaces H p (µ), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the corresponding subspaces H p 0 (µ) are all singly generated. This shows the existence of maximal weak- * Dirichlet algebras, different from H ∞ of the disc, for which the single generator problem is settled.
Introduction
Let Ω be a compact Hausdorff space on which the real line R acts as a topological transformation group. This means that there is a one-parameter group {U t } t∈R of homeomorphisms of Ω such that (ω, t) → U t ω is continuous on Ω × R. The pair (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) is referred to as a (continuous) flow and the translate U t ω of ω by t is denoted by ω + t. In most of our discussion, each flow (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) is free in the sense that if U t ω = ω for some ω in Ω, then t = 0. Let C(Ω) be the space of all continuous complex-valued functions on Ω. Then the dual space of C(Ω) is the space of all bounded regular Borel measures on Ω, which is denoted by M (Ω).
Recall that an invariant measure in M (Ω) is said to be ergodic if each invariant measurable set is either negligible or has negligible complement.
We denote by L p (R) and H p (R), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the usual Lebesgue and Hardy spaces on R, respectively. A function φ in C(Ω) is analytic, if t → φ(ω + t) lies in H ∞ (R) for each ω in Ω. We denote by A(Ω) the space of all analytic functions in C(Ω). Then A(Ω) is a uniformly closed subalgebra of C(Ω) that contains constants. Then φ is a single generator of H p (µ) if and only if φ is outer in H p (µ) . If the flow is periodic, then H p 0 (µ) is also singly generated. This is because such a flow is conjugate to rotation on the circle and, therefore, the associated Hardy spaces are the classical ones. However, if the flow is not periodic (and the measure is ergodic) it has been unknown, until now, whether H p 0 (µ) can be singly generated. In the literature, this has come to be known as the single generator problem (see [5, Remark, p . 158], [6, Chapter VII, §7], and [9, §5.4] ). The purpose of this note is to exhibit a method for constructing a free flow (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) together with an invariant ergodic probability measure µ such that the subspace H p 0 (µ) is singly generated, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Our result thus settles, in a certain sense, the single generator problem, but begs the question of whether every properly ergodic flow has the property that the associated H p 0 (µ)-spaces are singly generated. We refer the reader to [4] , [6, Chapter VII], and [9] for further details of analyticity on flows and to [7] for some results about classical Hardy spaces which we shall use.
In order to state our theorem, we need more notation and definitions. Let Γ be a dense subgroup of R, endowed with the discrete topology, and let K be the dual group of Γ. For each t in R, e t denotes the element of K defined by e t (λ) = e iλt for λ in Γ. Then the map t → e t embeds R continuously onto a dense subgroup of K. Let us define
for each t in R. Then the flow (K, {T t } t∈R ) is strictly ergodic, meaning that there is a unique invariant probability measure in M (K), which is the normalized Haar measure σ on K. In this situation, a function φ in L p (σ) lies in H p (σ) if and only if its Fourier coefficients,
vanish for negative λ in Γ, where χ λ denotes the character on K defined by χ λ (x) = x(λ).
The single generator problem was originally formulated in the context of H 2 0 (σ) by H. Helson. Although we are unable to decide this particular case of the problem, we shall see that our main result is very intimately related to it.
Recall that a flow (Σ, {S t } t∈R ) is an extension of (K, {T t } t∈R ) if there is a continuous map π of Σ onto K such that
for all t in R. Then (K, {T t } t∈R ) is also called a factor of (Σ, {S t } t∈R ). If, in particular, π is a homeomorphism of Σ onto K, we say that the flows are conjugate.
, and σ be as above, and let 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Then there is a free extension (Σ, {S t } t∈R ) of (K, {T t } t∈R ) under the map π of Σ onto K, which satisfies the following properties:
(i) There is an invariant, ergodic, probability measure µ in M (Σ) for which H p 0 (µ) has a single generator.
(
We note that (ii) enables us to regard H p (σ) as a closed subspace of H p (µ) and that the assumption of (iii) is equivalent to assuming that K is metrizable.
In the next section, we establish some notation and elementary facts which we shall need. We develop in Section 3 a representation of almost periodic functions on R. After preparing one lemma, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss some relations between Helson's work and our result. We close with several remarks in Section 6.
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to the referee for his valuable suggestions which improved the first version of this paper.
Analyticity on flows
Let (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) be a flow, and let f be a function in
Let µ be an invariant, ergodic, probability measure in
, r > 0, be the Poisson kernel for the upper half-plane R 2 + ; explicitly, P ir (t) = r/π(t 2 + r 2 ). We note that (1.1) may be rewritten as ρ(φ)(ω) = (log |φ|) * P(ω) > −∞, since P i (t) is an even function.
We denote by H ∞ (R 
We denote by B(Ω) the σ-algebra of all Borel subsets of Ω. Let (K, {T t } t∈R ) and σ be as in Section 1. Suppose that (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) is an extension of (K, {T t } t∈R ) under the map π of Ω onto K. Then if we set
is a σ-subalgebra of B(Ω), and σ induces an invariant measureσ on π −1 (B(K)).
Let B(K) be a σ-subalgebra of B(Ω) containing π −1 (B(K)) which is invariant under the translation by {U t } t∈R . Suppose thatσ extends to B(K), that is, two measure algebras π −1 (B(K)),σ and B(K),σ are isomorphic in the sense of
is also a translation-invariant closed subalgebra of A(Ω), although A(K) may not separate the points of Ω. As we shall see later, if the topology on Ω is appropriately strong, then there appear functions θ in L ∞ (σ)\C(K) for which the functions θ • π lie in C(Ω). It follows from the Riesz representation theorem and the Hahn-Banach theorem thatσ may be extended to a probability measure in M (Ω). In the following lemma, we choose a suitable extension.
Lemma 2.1. Under the above assumptions, let θ be a nonnegative function in
Proof. Since (K, {T t } t∈R ) is strictly ergodic, the equation,
holds on C(K), for any invariant probability measure ν in M (Ω).
We now show that, by choosing a suitable ν, (2.3) holds on C(K) ∪ {θ}. Let S be the subspace of C(Ω) generated by C(K) and
Then we may define the positive linear functional on S by
We remark that the inequality
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use holds. From the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is a probability measure λ in M (Ω) which represents a positive extension of Υ to C(Ω). Sinceσ is invariant on the measurable space (Ω, B(K)), the positive linear functional,
is also an extension of Υ. Observe that Λ T = Λ T (1) = 1. Then the BanachAlaoglu theorem assures the existence of an accumulation point Λ of {Λ T ; T > 0} in the weak- * topology. We see easily that Λ is represented by an invariant probability measure ν in M (Ω).
To find a desired ergodic measure, let K(Ω) be the nonempty set of all invariant probability measures in M (Ω). Then K(Ω) is a compact convex subset of M (Ω) in the weak- * topology. We easily see that a measure in K(Ω) is ergodic if and only if it is an extreme point of K(Ω) (refer to the proof of [4, Theorem 6]). Since the above ν satisfies (2.3) for θ, the Krein-Milman theorem assures the existence of an extreme point µ of K(Ω) such that (2.2) holds.
It happens occasionally that the zero-set of θ • π contains a nonempty closed invariant set, on which an invariant probability measure is concentrated. This indicates that the conclusion cannot hold for all of the ergodic measures in K(Ω).
It follows from Wiener's Tauberian theorem that, for a function
where f * P ir is the convolution in the usual sense (see the proof of [15, Lemma 2.6]). Combining with the individual ergodic theorem, we thus obtain the following:
, then we have the equation
From now on, we always assume that each flow we deal with has the following special form. A discrete flow is a pair (Ω 0 , U) consisting of a compact Hausdorff space Ω 0 and a homeomorphism U of Ω 0 onto itself. Let Ω be the quotient space obtained from Ω 0 × [0, 1] by identifying each (y, 1) with (Uy, 0). Under this condition, the flow (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) is defined by
where [t] denotes the largest integer not exceeding t. The flow (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) is succinctly said to be built from (Ω 0 , U). We also assume that (Ω 0 , U) has no periodic points; that is, the Z-action determined by U is free. In this event, (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) is also free.
Recall that an eigenfunction for a flow (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) with eigenvalue λ is a Borel function ψ on Ω such that
(ω).
A given flow has the form above if and only if there is a continuous eigenfunction with eigenvalue 2π. Let µ be an invariant, ergodic, probability measure in M (Ω), and let m R be Lebesgue measure on R. We denote by m I the restriction of m R to [0, 1). Then µ is represented as µ = µ 0 × m I , where µ 0 is the invariant probability measure on (Ω 0 , U) defined by
Observe that P is a bounded linear operator of
In more general settings, the operator P defined here and its properties are developed in [1] . Each function φ on Ω has the automorphic extension φ
Let us show that the subspace
However, more is true; with the aid of the closed range theorem, it is not difficult to show that P maps H 1 onto H 1 0 (µ). The next lemma is a weak version of [6, Chapter VII, Theorem 7.8].
Lemma 2.3. Let µ be an invariant, ergodic, probability measure in M (Ω), and let 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Then the following are equivalent :
Proof. (ii) implies (i). From the hypotheses of (ii), it follows that
by the preceding remark. On the other hand, since log |φ| is not summable, Szegö's theorem shows that φ lies in
is also singly generated by φ. Let q 0 (t) be an inner function in H ∞ (R). Regarding q 0 as a function in H ∞ (R 2 + ), we assume that 0 < q 0 (i) < 1. It is easy to choose an r with 0 < r < 1 such that 2 − r(q 0 + q
Let φ # (y, t) be the automorphic extension of φ to Ω 0 ×R. Since φ lies in H ∞ 0 (µ), we obtain the inequality
We notice that log |φ
We then extend q to
We claim that t → q(y, t) is constant for µ 0 -a.e. y ∈ Ω 0 . Assuming the contrary, the ergodicity implies that |q(y, t+i)| < 1 for µ 0 ×m R -a.e. (y, t) ∈ Ω×R. It follows from Fubini's theorem and the uniqueness theorem of analytic functions that if we fix a suitable t, then 0 < |q(y, t + i)| < 1 on a subset E 0 of Ω 0 with µ 0 (E 0 ) > 0. Together with the above observation, we easily construct a nonnegative function
It is a consequence of Szegö's theorem that log |φ| cannot lie in L 1 (µ).
We add a remark on the condition (ii) of Lemma 2.3. Suppose that a function φ in H ∞ (µ) satisfies that t → φ(ω + t) is outer in H ∞ (R) for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω. By the definition of outer function and Lemma 2.2, each of the following properties implies the others:
(a) log |φ| does not lie in
We now construct a flow which plays an important role in what follows. Let βZ be the Stone-Čech compactification of the group Z of integers. The shift operator S 0 of Z is defined by S 0 n = n + 1. Then S 0 induces naturally an isometric isomorphism of ∞ (Z) onto itself, where ∞ (Z) is the algebra of all bounded sequences on Z. Since βZ is the maximal ideal space of ∞ (Z), it follows from the BanachStone theorem [3, Chapter IV, 6 .26] that S 0 extends to a homeomorphism S of βZ onto itself. Then the pair (βZ, S) makes a discrete flow; thus we obtain the flow (X, {S t } t∈R ) built from (βZ, S).
Let X 0 be the quotient space obtained from Z × [0, 1] by identifying each (n, 1) with (n + 1, 0). Since Z is dense in βZ, so is X 0 in X. We also see that R is homeomorphic to X 0 via the map t → ([t], t − [t]). Let C bu (R) be the space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions on R. Since X is compact, each function in C(X) determines uniquely a function in C bu (R), by restricting it to X 0 .
The converse also holds (compare with [18, Lemma 2.1]).
Lemma 2.4. Let f be a function in C bu (R). Then f extends uniquely to a function Ψ(f ) in C(X), and the map Ψ is an equivariant, isometric, isomorphism of C bu (R)
onto C(X) satisfying the equation
Proof. We may regard f as a function on X 0 . If we fix an s in [0, 1), then the sequence {f (n, s)} belongs to ∞ (Z). So the function n → f (n, s) extends to a function y → Ψ(f )(y, s) in C(βZ). Since X is identified with βZ × [0, 1), we obtain a function Ψ(f )(y, s) on X. We have to show that Ψ(f)(y, s) is continuous on X. Let Ψ # (f )(y, t) be the automorphic extension of Ψ(f )(y, s) to βZ×R. Since f(t) is uniformly continuous on R, the family {t → Ψ(f ) # (y, t); y ∈ βZ} is equicontinuous on R. This implies that Ψ(f) # (y, t) is continuous on βZ × R; so Ψ(f) lies in C(X). Since Ψ(f ) equals f on the dense subset X 0 , Ψ(f) is uniquely determined and satisfies the equality Ψ(f ) ∞ = f ∞ . In view of the preceding remark, we see that Ψ is an equivariant, isometric, isomorphism of C bu (R) onto C(X). Observe that Ψ(f * g) = Ψ(f) * g for each g in L 1 (R). From this, (2.4) follows easily.
The interest in the flow (X, {S t } t∈R ) lies in the fact that each outer function in C bu (R) ∩ H ∞ (R) extends to a function in A(X) with similar properties.
Representation of almost periodic functions
Let Γ, e t , (K, {T t } t∈R ), and σ be as in Section 1. There is no loss of generality in assuming that Γ contains 2π, and K 2π denotes the closed subgroup of K of all x such that χ 2π (x) = 1. We define the homeomorphism T of K 2π onto itself by T (y) = y + e 1 . Then (K, {T t } t∈R ) is represented as the flow built from the discrete flow (K 2π , T ). Let σ 0 be the normalized Haar measure on K 2π . Then σ is represented as σ = σ 0 × m I .
Let B Γ (R) denote the space of all uniformly almost periodic functions with exponents in Γ. Then B Γ (R) is a selfadjoint closed subalgebra of C bu (R). We fix a point p in K. If φ is in C(K), then t → φ(p + t) lies in B Γ (R). Conversely, each function in B Γ (R) is obtained in this way. From Lemma 2.4, it follows that Ψ(B Γ (R)) is also a selfadjoint closed subalgebra of C(X), which does not separate the points of X. Since B Γ (R) is translation-invariant and Ψ is equivariant, it follows that Ψ(B Γ (R)) is invariant under the group {S t } t∈R .
Define the isometric isomorphism Π p of C(K) onto Ψ(B Γ (R)) by
We then see the equation
By the Banach-Stone theorem, there is a continuous map π p of X onto K such that
Thus (X, {S t } t∈R ) is an extension of (K, {T t } t∈R ) under the map π p . By (2.1), the map π p induces π −1
p (B(K)), C(K), and A(K). We then observe that
Letσ be the probability measure on the σ-algebra π
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In order to extend the relation to suitable functions in L ∞ (σ), we introduce a certain σ-subalgebra B(K) of B(X) containing π 
Since J k is open in βZ, A lies also in B(X). If each J k is infinite, then A is not empty by the finite intersection property. We denote by D the collection of all such
Let D denote the collection of all B in B(X) where B is a subset of an element of D. Then D is closed under countable unions and translations by {S t } t∈R . We denote by B(K) the σ-subalgebra generated by π p (F )\A is never empty, and this makes sense to extendσ to B(K). Suppose that φ is a function in C(K) such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 on K, while φ = 1 on F. Since K is completely regular, F is an intersection of φ −1 ({1}) of such functions φ. Recall that (K, {T t } t∈R ) is strictly ergodic. Then, for a fixed point p in K, we see that
Let {J k } and {A k } be as in (3.4) . Since α(J k ) → 0, if we choose a large k, then {ω; Π p φ(ω) = 1}\A k is not empty for all φ. From this and the compactness of X, it follows easily that π 
, there is a δ > 0 for which the invariant set,
has positive σ-measure. Since σ is ergodic, we obtain σ(H(ε)) = 1. By choosing an invariant σ-null set N 0 , containing
c , the family {t → ψ(x + t); x ∈ K\N 0 } in C bu (R) is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded on R. This implies that
holds uniformly on the invariant set K\N 0 .
and satisfies the equations
Proof. We first claim that there is a sequence
where N 1 is an invariant σ-null set. Indeed, suppose that {ψ k } is a sequence in
By Fubini's theorem, we see that
for some constant C > 0, this implies
Observe that this also converges in probability. Let {r(j)} be a decreasing sequence such that r(j) → 0. By setting φ j = ψ j * P ir(j) for some subsequence {ψ j } of {ψ k }, (3.8) follows from (3.5).
For a given ε > 0, we set
Then the sequence {E(n)} of closed sets is increasing and satisfies
since {φ j (x)} converges for σ-a.e. x ∈ K. For a fixed point p in K, we then define
, it follows from (3.8) that there is a subsequence {n k } of {n} and an increasing sequence
By virtue of the individual ergodic theorem, we find an invariant σ-null set N 2 such that, if the point p lies in K\N 2 , then
and let {A k } and A be as in (3.4) . Since the density α(J k ) satisfies the inequality α(J k ) < 2 −k by (3.9), the set A is aσ-null set in B(K) by the definition ofσ. If we choose a point p in K\(
, we see by (3.8) the inequality
Since {E(n k )} is increasing and {A k } is decreasing, we obtain
So the left-side set lies in B(K) and itsσ-measure is 1. Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, there is an invariant σ-null set N , containing
(3.6) follows from (3.10), and (3.7) is an immediate consequence of (3.6).
Extension of
It is known that H ∞ (σ) contains a nonnull function φ for which log |φ| is not summable. Recall that the equation in (1.1) is represented as ρ(φ)(x) = (log |φ|) * P i (x). Since φ is analytic, it satisfies automatically that ρ(φ)(x) > −∞ on K (see [9, Chapter 3, §3 and §4] ). We deal with the moduli of such analytic functions.
Let W ∞ be the family of all nonnegative functions w in L ∞ (σ) such that log w does not lie in L 1 (σ), while ρ(w)(x) > −∞ for σ-a.e. x ∈ K. For a function w in W ∞ , and for an r > 0, we define
It then follows from Fubini's theorem that w r lies in W ∞ . Observe the inequality 0 < w r (x) < w ∞ on K. We now show w r satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1, that is, w r lies in L ∞ bu (σ). Indeed, if we take an x outside a σ-null set, then there is an outer function
. From the property of outer functions in H ∞ (R), we see that
Of course, we may show this fact directly. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that Ψ(h x * P ir ) lies in A(X). Moreover, we see that
since Ψ is isometric and P i(r+s) = P ir * P is . Since w (r+1) as well as w r lies in L ∞ bu (σ) Lemma 3.1 implies that, if we fix a point p outside an invariant σ-null set N , then
forσ-a.e. ω ∈ X. We note that Ψ(h p * P ir ) itself may not belong to L ∞ (X, B(K),σ),
Since w r lies in W ∞ , we see that |Ψ(h p * P ir )| > 0 forσ-a.e. ω ∈ X. However, the zero-set of |Ψ(h p * P ir )| always contains a nonempty closed invariant set in B(X). This follows from the fact that ρ(|Ψ(h p * P ir )|)(ω n ) may tend to −∞ for some sequence {ω n } in X.
Fix an r > 0, and define the function ψ p in A(X) by
By (4.1) and (4.2), we see that
forσ-a.e. ω ∈ X. Since log |ψ p * P i (ω)| = log |ψ p | * P i (ω), this shows that t → ψ p (ω + t) is an outer function in H ∞ (R) outside an invariantσ-null set. Proof. It suffices to show that (4.4) holds forσ-a.e. ω ∈ X. For n = 1, 2, . . . , let w (n) = max(w, 1/n). Since log w (n) is in L 1 (σ), Szegö's theorem assures the existence of an outer function
tends to 0 as n → ∞. Indeed, by the property of outer functions, we see that
Let N be the invariant σ-null set for which (4.2) holds. By modifying N , if necessary, Lemma 3.1 shows that, if we take a point p in K\N , then (4.3) is defined and
On the other hand, since w(x) ≤ w (n) (x) and
we see that
By (4.5), this yields the inequality lim sup 
There is an invariant σ-null set N 0 such that the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds simultaneously for θ, w r , and φ (n) * P ir in (4.5), whenever a point p in K\N 0 is fixed. Then Π p θ is a function in C(X) with compact support F = F 0 × [1/3, 2/3], where F 0 is an open and closed set in βZ (see [20] ). We see easily thatσ( F ) = σ(F ) > 0 and π p ( F ) is contained in F . From this, it follows that the function ψ p given by (4.3) satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.1 on F without exception, that is, for each ω in F , t → ψ p (ω + t) is an outer function in H ∞ (R) and lim s→∞ ψ p * P is (ω) = 0. maximal ideal space of C 0 . Then C 0 is isometrically isomorphic to C(Σ) by the Gelfand-Naimark theorem. Since C 0 is invariant under the translations by {S t } t∈R , a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms on Σ is induced, and we denote it again by {S t } t∈R . Then the flow (Σ, {S t } t∈R ) is obtained as a factor of (X, {S t } t∈R ). Indeed, Σ is the quotient of X by the relation ∼, where ω ∼ v if and only if φ(ω) = φ(v) for all φ in C 0 . Let τ be the quotient map of X onto Σ. Then (Σ, {S t } t∈R ) is a factor of (X, {S t } t∈R ) under the map τ .
Since C(K) is a closed subalgebra of C 0 , we see similarly that (Σ, {S t } t∈R ) is an extension of (K, {T t } t∈R ) under the map
We regard µ as an invariant, ergodic, probability measure in M (Σ). Let H p (µ) be the Hardy space on (Σ, {S t } t∈R ) relative to this measure µ. Then, by regarding ψ p as a function on Σ, Lemma 2.3 shows that H p 0 (µ) is generated by one element ψ p . Let Π be the isomorphism of C(K) into C(X) defined by (1.4). Since
Π extends to an isometry of L p (σ) into L p (µ), naturally. From this, (ii) follows readily.
When Γ is countable, the algebra C 0 is separable. Since Σ is compact, this shows that Σ is metrizable; thus (iii) holds.
This completes the proof.
Refinements using Helson's device
As we mentioned earlier, it is not known whether H p 0 (σ) has a single generator. Using cocycles on (K, {T t } t∈R ), Helson explored the problem in [9] and [10] . Combining his arguments with our Theorem 1.1, we are able to obtain information on the structure of generators of H p 0 (µ). Let (Ω, {U t } t∈R ) be a flow, and let ν be an invariant, ergodic, probability measure in M (Ω). A unitary Borel function A(ω, t) on Ω × R is a (multiplicative) cocycle if A satisfies the cocycle identity
A(ω, t + s) = A(ω, t) · A(ω + t, s),
(ω, s, t) ∈ Ω × R × R.
We identify any two cocycles which differ only on a set of ν × m R -measure zero. A cocycle is a (multiplicative) coboundary if it has the form φ(ω) · φ(ω + t) for some unitary function φ on K. If a cocycle is a coboundary multiplied by exp iαt for some α in R, then such a cocycle is said to be (multiplicatively) trivial. 
